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From the Chair
One cannot live in our
beautiful suburb without
being acutely aware of its
unique environment. Spring,
in particular, heralds in
the winds of change, new
growth and often delightful
unexpected
‘outcomes’.
Perhaps it is fitting the new
committee of your Marina
Excom also takes up its
responsibilities this Spring!

mixture of the old and new,
giving us the best of continuity
and new blood. Our activities
will be reported on monthly
in an electronic format,
in addition to the weekly
electronic
Marina
Notice
Board that all residents online
receive. Copies of the Excom
activities report will also be
available in hard copy at the
MDGA office.

I introduce all 12 members
of Excom to you with a brief
profile. Please put a face
to their names and do not
hesitate to correspond with
them via e mail or Marcia at
the office when necessary.
We all look forward to your
support while serving you,
our Marina community to the
best of our ability in the year
ahead.

The new committee is a

It is with great pleasure that

Boudje Giljam
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Profiles

Chairperson:
Boudje Giljam

I was born in the Netherlands,
and came to South Africa at an
early age. I was educated in
Cape Town and Grahamstown,
and after graduation, lived
and worked in London for 11
years. I returned to South
Africa with a wife and 2
children, and settled in the
Marina 30 years ago.
I retired earlier this year after
40 years in the Information and
Communication
Technology
(ICT) sector, of which about
half was spent with 2 large
multinational IT companies
and half was spent in my
own businesses, supplying
ICT solutions to corporate
South Africa. I am married to
Cherry and we have 2 adult
sons who were fortunate to
grow up in the Marina. I am
a keen cyclist, and enjoy
messing about in boats, music
and the great outdoors, and
take an active interest in the
environment.

Vice Chair/
Security: Mike
Ryder

I graduated from Leeds
University (1975), emigrated
to SA in 1982 and was employed
by AECI Ltd until 1991, after

which my corporate career
ended. I started my own
sports businesses in Cape
Town. I retired (if ever there
is such a thing) in 2013.

in the field of psychiatry. I
enjoy swimming and canoeing
I am a keen gardener. I held
the portfolio of Parks and
Gardens for approximately
ten years until 2012 and I feel
very strongly about the care
of our unique open spaces
and the need for regular
maintenance of all these
public areas. I think that it is
time to re-assess the running
of this portfolio, and to draw
up a long term plan that will
include giving equal care and
attention to all sections of the
Marina. Times have changed.
The council is not able to
provide the services that it
once did, the infrastructure
- public jetties, play areas
and particularly the pipes
and watering systems - is
ageing, and we will have to
take a realistic look at how
to manage the public open
spaces in the future.

I’ve been living in the Marina
(Uitsig Peninsula) for two
years. I have been both
astonished at the level of
crime we experience, and
dismayed at the apparent
impotence of our current
security arrangements (both
the community and security
companies) to address the
problem adequately. It is
my hope that I will be able
to improve the efficacy
of the security companies
operating in the Marina
through better co-ordination
and co-operation. I will also
concentrate on identifying
weak spots in the Marina’s
defenses and try to secure
them.
However, the success of the
Uitsig Neighbourhood Watch
(of which I am a member) both
in significantly reducing crime,
and promoting neighbourly
relationships, has shown what
can be achieved through
community involvement and
co-operation. I hope that
during my tenure I’ll be able
to encourage similar successes
in all areas of the Marina. All
constructive suggestions and/
or advice that may assist
me, will be most gratefully
received.

Being a founder member
of
Uitsig
Neighbourhood
Watch, a current committee
member and active in the
Uitsig Peninsula community,
I believe I can assist MDGA
in communication within the
greater Marina da Gama,
thus illustrating to the Uitsig
Peninsula community the
relevance and mission of the
Marina da Gama Association.

Street
Representatives:
Sandy Richards

Uitsig Peninsula:
Steve Padmore

I was born on 29 September
1948 in Leicester, UK.
I
completed my education at De
Montfort University, Leicester,
graduating
in
Applied
Chemistry with a major in
textile coloration. In 1974,
I emigrated to South Africa,
joining the Johannesburg
office of the largest South
African company specialising
in the supply of raw materials
and machinery to the Textile
and Allied Industries, at that
time. In 1985 I transferred
to Cape Town to manage my
employer’s Cape Town office.

Parks & Gardens:
Toni Joubert

My husband and I retired to
the Marina fifteen years ago
and we have both served on
Excom in various capacities. I
practised as an Occupational
Therapist and worked mainly

retire and downsize to my
current home in San Marina. I
have travelled widely in both
Europe and the Far East as
well as within Southern Africa,
particularly
Zimbabwe,
Botswana & Malawi.
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In 1986 I established my
own enterprise operating in
a similar field and became
self-employed from that time
until 2012 when I decided to

I grew up in Plumstead and
spent most of my married life
in Muizenberg. I have recently
retired from over 30 years in
various marketing positions
in the FMCG sector. I’ve
learnt about food technology
and the fascinating process
of spray drying foods. I,
along with a Johannesburg
partner, imported 24 ton
containers of chicken breast
fillets from China, pork ribs
and duck breasts fillets from
France, which we then sold
on to distributors and meat
wholesalers.
Along the way, I went to Tech
to complete courses in Pastel,
Powerpoint and Excel which
equipped me to handle the
financial side of business and
presentations. Had it not been
for ill health, I would still be
buzzing around the business
world.
My husband and I moved to the

Marina one and a half years
ago. We bought a plot and
built a house from scratch. I’m
passionate about the Marina,
enjoy the tranquility, living
on the water and birdlife. I
believe in creating a close
and caring community and
assisting where I can. Street
Reps are the ears and eyes of
the community and can alert
Excom to any problems.

Treasurer:
Cheryl Philip

the scientific laboratories for
Water Affairs and thereafter
the Ministry of Agriculture.
Whilst working as a senior
chemist on Rossing Uranium
Mine in Namibia I received my
BA (majoring in psychology
and criminology) through
UNISA. After leaving Rossing I
decided it was time to venture
into a different field and
joined the corporate world
as the executive to the CEO.
This eventually led to me
completing my post-graduate
studies as a Chartered
Secretary and passing the
necessary board exams. I
met my husband, Ray, whilst
working at Rossing Mine.

the Quaker Peace Centre,
the Early Learning Resource
Unit (ELRU), Philani, and the
Association for Educational
Transformation (Assett). I
have Chaired the Institute
of Race Relations (Western
Cape) and am currently Chair
of Quaker Service (Western
Cape).
I enjoy mountain walking,
paddling a canoe on Zandvlei
and walking on Park Island.
I greatly enjoy living at the
Marina da Gama and have
joined EXCOM with the aim of
jointly drawing up a strategic
plan for the Marina.

I spent my youth and
completed my secondary
education
in
Muizenberg
before venturing overseas to
study. Whilst living in Israel
I qualified as an Industrial
Chemist at the Technion in
Haifa and was employed in

Communications:
Jimmy
Fitzpatrick

Standards: Peter
Cawood

Strategic
Planning: George
Ellis
I am the Group Company
Secretary for 4 companies
listed on the JSE.
The
position
involves
many
aspects of company law,
ethics
and
corporate
governance processes. I have
been one of the driving forces
against the rezoning of a
property in Eastlake Island
from residential to business
due to its negative impact
on both the environment
and the detrimental effects
it could have on the general
community.

appointed as the Standards
Inspector who is tasked with
upholding and maintaining
the points as laid out in the
“Design Manual”. Residents
are requested to assist him
with his tasks.

Zandvlei and its surrounds
have been part of my life since
a long time ago. I learned
to fish in the vlei as a boy,
went to school at Muizenberg
Junior, was a Sea Scout here,
sailed at Imperial Yacht Club,
took my children to Kontiki
and so on. Now I live here and
it’s a good place to be.
Prior to moving to Cape Town
in 2012, I was involved in the
retail industry with the Edgars
Group (Dions) before moving
into the Private Hospital
Industry (Lifehealthcare). For
the past fifteen years I have
been a major supplier to the
Hospital Industry including
Netcare and Lifehealthcare.

I am a mathematical physicist
and have written many
technical papers and a number
of books. I am now Professor
Emeritus
of Mathematics
at UCT. My organisational
experience includes being
President of two international
bodies and of the Royal
Society of South Africa.

I am passionate about living
in the Marina and believe that
we need to work together to
continue to make it “Cape
Town’s best kept secret”.

My local work has involved
being, at various times, on
the Boards of the Academy
of Science of South Africa,

Richard Currie was recently

THE TV GUY

I attended St.Aidans College,
Grahamstown and then UCT,
leaving with a Maths major.
After a few years on the
platinum mines ( the Marikana
one), I returned to Cape Town
and worked for a company
supplying specialized raw
materials to factories and
textile processors. In about
1973 I started my own business
which was export dependent
and which sanctions finally
killed some years later. A
ten year stint marketing and
managing in footwear and
textiles followed. For various

ELECTRIC -MAN

for
• PVR upgrades & extra view installations
• Satelite & Aerial Installations
• Tracing of Various Faults
• & Related Services

ELECTRICIANS

Est. 1980

Call IAN
Licensed & Registered
Cell: 082 441 3751
Email: electricman@iafrica.com

CALL MICHAEL ON 084-3139581
or 021-7090871 (Marina resident)
“sunday times report 1998 – most honest & reliable technician”

PERSONAL ATTENTION, ALWAYS
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reasons, we moved to Ireland
in 2002 and lived there until
retirement. We moved back
to RSA and the Marina in 2013.
The Marina and Sandvlei is
a recreational area, and we
must keep it as such - safe for
people to use. To keep it so,
we must have a community
spirit and work together to
know the needs and wants
of the Sandvlei, and do
something about them.

best as residents of this
wonderful Marina, in our
printed newsletter and online
platforms. Each of you has
valuable information to share,
stories to tell, helpful tips and
words of wisdom which can
enrich all our lives. This is our
special sanctuary, so do email
us articles which will preserve
and enhance our journey
through life and the heritage
we leave behind.

Communications:
Communications: Geri Goldblatt
Susan Haywood

(Journalism degree, Honours
in Psychology and Masters
qualification in Inner Life
Skills Coaching).
I work from my home here
and bring to the committee
and fellow residents, wisdom,
intuition and internationally
accredited
training
and
experience which support
my daily work as a business
and personal transformation
specialist. I focus on getting
to the heart of challenges and
facilitating powerful shifts
which enable people from
all walks of life to overcome
obstacles
and
achieve
their dreams and goals.
I
co-facilitate
mentoring
workshops at UCT and create
powerful (life and business
changing) workshops on topics
of choice.
I look forward to participating
in publicizing the type of
content which serves us

When I was younger, I spent
some years in Europe where
I did a French course at the
Sorbonne in Paris and an
Italian course at the university
in Perugia. On my return I
attended the University of
the Witwatersrand. I worked
as a Curriculum Adviser for
the Western Cape Education
Department for many years
and have a Masters degree in
Education. My previous weekly
column in the Educational
Supplement of the Argus
newspaper honed journalistic
skills. I have some experience
in conflict resolution as I
was involved in the NonViolent Schools Campaign.
Since retiring, I have been
volunteering for two excellent
NPOs in Vrygrond. My two
children live overseas.

and contributes to keeping
this beautiful environment a
place where we all want to
live.

Bob Craske

As a regular contributor to
the Marina News I hope to
continue the good work in
the Communication Portfolio.
Each resident here has a voice

I spent many years of my life on
the Norfolk Broads in the UK, a
series of inland waterways and

wetlands with many physical
and wildlife similarities to
the vlei and the Marina - but
with a very different climate!
This, coupled with previous
ownership of the Historic
Grade 2 Listed properties,
gives me a natural affinity with
the Marina, its architecture
and lifestyle.
I am now in my tenth year in
the Marina. I retired eleven
years ago from a directorship
of an aviation organisation
where the responsibilities
included Design and Quality
Control. I am a former Chair
of Excom and have previously
been involved in the Archcom
and Standards Portfolios.

Combat Force provides discounted rates for Marina residents for alarm
monitoring and response. Please call Candice on 021 706 7775 for details.
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Uitsig Neighbourhood Watch (UNW)
a great success – join us too!
“I don’t like Mondays” - With
apologies to Bob Geldoff and
the Boomtown Rats.
I am sure that many of us
have felt that “we don’t like
Mondays”.
Perhaps
eight
months back, the start of
the week wasn’t simply an
unpleasant wake-up call from
the lazy hedonism of a couple
of day’s break from the office.
Apart from the rigors of waking
early, the clogged roadways of
school runs, the compulsory
discarding of Hawaiian shirts
in favour of suits and ties,
and all of those other weekly
frustrations most endure in
an effort to earn a crust,
Mondays generally meant a
lot of noise.
The alarm clock was rendered
obsolete by the rattling of
bottles, the niggling and
jarring of misaligned trolley
wheels, the banging of bin lids
and fluttering of papers let
loose from the confines of the
rubbish bags by the hordes of
informal recyclers that would
descend on the Marina’s
streets in the early morning
darkness.
Those lovingly washed and
recycled bottles and papers,
all neatly wrapped up in the
regulation yellow bags, would
find themselves perhaps in
a shopping trolley or more
likely decorating your verge
or the nearest fence when you
arrived home.
All of this wasn’t simply
an inconvenience. It did
real damage to the yellow
bag recycling project and
undoubtedly
resulted
in
unnecessary over-utilization
of our very limited landfill
sights. I am sure we have
all become aware of the
menacing rise of our very
own “mine dump” climbing
less than majestically behind
Capricorn. At least now we
might all enjoy a mountain
view.

However, above and beyond
the waste, rubbish and noise
it is well recognized that
these casual visitors used the
opportunity to reconnoitre
and build a mental database
of what we all had in our
gardens,
what
security
measures were in place, if
there was a dog and when one
came and went from one’s
premises. Such that both
petty and not so petty crime
was fed through a network
of information. Leaving the
house became, at least for
me, a paranoid exercise of
worry, checking the alarm,
turning the car around or
simply wondering what would
be missing on my return.
Variously over the intervening
years I have had washing lines,
with and without the washing,
“disappear”. I have had the
irrigation pump pinched,
the house broken into and
cameras, bicycles, computers
and more, all stolen during
my absence. I have replaced
enough garden spades to reequip the Seven Dwarves a few
times over. Such experiences
have been sadly shared by
many residents of the Marina.

Uitsig Peninsula, are almost
entirely the result of the
selfless community action
of the members of the
Neighbourhood Watch. No
longer are people allowed
in through the entranceway
with a shopping trolley in
tow. Those without genuine
cause to be wandering the
streets are either turned back
or monitored closely and as
a result the peace and quiet
that should go hand in hand
with living in the Marina, and
the sense of both security and
community have been greatly
enhanced.

So hats off to all those who
currently do their civic duty
looking after the homes of
their neighbours and who then
gladly benefit when someone
is looking after their premises
when they are away.

Everyone can find a couple of
hours to be involved, and the
benefits far outweigh the cost
in terms of time and money.
You will shortly start to see
yellow triangular stickers on
some vehicles on the Uitsig
Peninsula. These are people
who are giving of their time
to make all our homes safer,
nicer and more valuable
places to live. Membership of
the Neighbourhood watch is
open to all residents, owner
occupiers or tenants - the
only commitment required
is at least a shift a week. To
join and to do your bit for the
benefit of your community,
contact
Steve
Padmore
0825645800
phoenix1@
mweb.co.za for day and
evening shifts or Gary Powell
0829614025 gary.powell@uct.
ac.za for night shifts.

The operation of the UNW has
had a profound effect on our

Tim Rolston

With shifts on weekdays,
weekends and overnight, run
by what is still a pitifully small
percentage of the residents,
the lifestyle in this section of
the Marina has been greatly
improved. Currently some
90 odd people participate in
the shifts, with individuals
doing duty for anything from
a couple of hours a month
to eight hours a week,
safeguarding in the region of
500 homes.

Since the inception of the UNW
back in October, much of that
worry and most of that crime
has waned. All of the residents
of Uitsig, participants in the
Neighbourhood Watch or not,
must by now have noticed
that Mondays are more
pleasant than they once were,
as are indeed most other days
of the week. That leaving your
garden hose or patio furniture
outside on your departure no
longer signals an inevitable
requirement for replacement
on your return. That lazy
Sunday mornings are no
longer constantly interrupted
with ringing of doorbells and
requests for work, money or
other handouts.
These changes, the return
of relative peace within
5

lives, on our property values
and our sense of wellbeing
and safety. With increased
participation the benefits can
be greater still. So to those
who currently participate,
“Well done and thank you”. To
those who have yet to step up
I would remind you that we all
benefit. Our houses are more
secure, worth more money
and are less open to crime as
a direct result of the efforts
and sacrifices of others in our
community.

Stirrings of New
Life

I guess spring must be in
the air as both the Egyptian
geese and the Coots have
hatched their babies. The
goslings appeared three days
ago (seven of them) and the
baby Coots yesterday. This has
been a mammoth task for the
pair of Coots, with first the
difficulty of building a nest
out of floating weed, with
people like the Heron coming
to stand on it from time to
time, and then the matter of
protecting what was in the
nest from predatory Gulls and
others.

Once she began laying, Mrs
Coot barely moved off her
pile, while her devoted
husband brought her weed
to eat, and continuous
replenishment material for
the nest. So, as she sat, the
nest heap grew and grew, and
with each storm they acquired
new pieces of flotsam which
they incorporated into the
structure - a chip packet,
the sheath of a palm flower,
a piece of polystyrene
box, a bulrush. Very, very
occasionally, she’d make a
hasty sortie to snatch a bite of
lunch, pulling weed over the
eggs and diving furiously for

ahead. But from what we have
seen so far, they are making
a good start. Both parents
fed the babies with tender
care, nibbling the weed small
in their own bills and then
offering it to the babies, who
begged for it sweetly with
little scarlet bills open, and
heads turned sideways. When
the parent offered its bill to
the baby, the baby nibbled the
fragments, and the parent let
a little out of its bill, a few
scraps at a time. Occasionally
the parents would come back
with a larger piece, a tender
section of stalk from where
the weed went into the mud.
This they showed carefully
to the babies, and then ate
themselves. Soon after 4pm
when the afternoon became
a bit chilly, and the sun was
heading for the mountains to
the west, mother Coot took
them back to the nest, and
settled them snugly under her
wing for the night.

a few minutes, then hurrying
back again. For two days we
had noticed that she was
moving about on the nest a
lot more, and seemed to be
peering down at its contents
with considerable interest,
from time to time. And then
yesterday morning dawning
clear and sunny, with not a
breath of wind, she came off
the nest at about 10 am with
two little balls of spiky grey
fuzz under close escort. They
came straight over to the
bed of weed in front of our
garden, where both parents
began the task of rearing their
new family.
We’d read much about what
terrible parents Coots make,
and so we’d been looking
forward to this event with very
mixed feelings. And of course,
there is still a long road

Dylan Long wins competitive regatta

This morning dawned very
cold, with a strong North
Wester,
rain
promised
tomorrow. She didn’t move
from the nest till about
midday, when a few gleams of
sun came through the cloud.

Dylan Long (Sail number 160088) sailed into victory as the
Radial National Champion, with a 2 point lead. More than 62
boats from all over the country took part over the long weekend
30 April – 3 May 2015. Held in Durban, this is one of the most
competitive regattas in South Africa. There were 10 races, each
lasting about 90 minutes. Dylan is a Grade 11 pupil at Wynberg
Boy’s High School and lives in the Marina.
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She took them directly to a
mat of weed a little out of
the wind, being tucked round
a shoulder of the inlet, where
the ripples are more subdued
and the wind less chill. She
didn’t keep them out long,
however, and within an hour
they were all back on the
nest again, and there they
stayed. The babies are the
funniest looking little things,
half naked with a burr of grey
spikes tipped with yellow,
scarlet bills, and charcoal
eyes which seem to be still
covered with skin. I would
have needed to hold one in
my hand, in fact, to make out
whether or not there was a
tiny peep-hole through which
the chicks could see. There
probably is, but it wasn’t
visible, whereas the rounded
bulge of the eyeball itself was
quite prominent in the little
thing’s wobbly head.
They have promised us rain
tomorrow, which we all hope
for, although I do not know
what effect this will have on a
tiny bird still without anything
resembling feathers, or even
the kind of down with which a
duckling is furnished.

Emily Dibb

Tackling the Invasives at
Marina da Gama

Chancing their luck
Cleaning staff are once again soliciting back-handers to
illegally take away garden refuse. This has also happened
with the Monday collectors of the yellow recycling bags
and the crew that empty the pole bins on a Wednesday.
Incidents have been reported to the city. Disciplinary
action and /or counselling has reportedly taken place.
Please contact Lllewellyn.Wales@capetown.gov.za if you
are approached.

Vic de Valdorf

vantru
computing

For ALL your computing needs!
021 788 4145 / 083 245 5500

50 Uitsig Road, Uitsig Peninsula, Marina da Gama
email: info@vantru-computing.co.za
website: www.vantru-computing.co.za

Invasive sisal soon to be removed from our public areas.
Many thanks to the Marina residents who co-operated by
removing Pampas Grass from their properties. With the kind
assistance of the Invasive Species Unit of the City of Cape Town,
we were able to take out a total of nine clumps of Pampas
Grass. This included the ‘mother’ of them all, and it was really
a big one!

we deliver!

Authentic Thin Crust Pizza

Mondays – Saturday 9am - 9pm
Sunday - 9am - 8pm

The next project we are asking for your co-operation on, is
the removal of the Sisal Plants from the public areas of Marina
da Gama. This plant, Agave sisalana, is originally from Mexico
where the fibres from its leaves are used to make matting,
twine and rope. It is classified as a category 2 Invasive Species
in the new NEMBA regulations. This means that it may only be
grown commercially in restricted areas and for that, a permit
to grow it is required.

Eastlake Village Centre, Marina da Gama

021 788 7765 or whatsapp 072 896 0690
Established in Marina da Gama since 2009, we have
enjoyed the support from the Marina and surrounding
area, including the international visitors to our guest
houses.

The problem with Sisal is that it has a very sharp spike on the tip
of each leaf and if children are playing near these plants there is
a real risk of them being impaled on one of them. These plants
sucker from the base of the mother plant. If left unchecked,
prolific suckering can create an impenetrable thicket.

We also serve a range of pasta dishes, authentic Cape
Malay curries, Burgers and Baskets and a host of homecooked meals. The menu often includes Eisbein, Lamb
Shanks, Liver ‘n Onions, Salads, Seafood, Steaks, Soups
and Stews. Try us, we have had good revues on the
food and the prices are very wallet friendly. Bring your
own wine or purchase a bottle of wine from our wellstocked range of Boland wine, Bella Vino or Pandora’s
Box. Join the mailing list so that we can keep you
informed of the many events we host, particularly
the Marina community-based fund-raising, markets,
concerts and entertaining end-of-year events. The
Cape Town Philharmonia Choir has performed here a
few times and will be back in time for the Christmas
celebrations.

Through the persuasive powers of the Marina Associations’ Parks
and Grounds Chair, Mrs Toni Joubert, the Parks Department of
the City has agreed to remove the Sisal plants from public areas
in the Marina.
If you know of any Sisal plants that should be removed please
give me the details. I need your name, address where the plants
are and a contact number. Please e-mail the information to me
at aliens@telkomsa.net

Contact us to host a corporate event, conference or
private party.

The new regulations can be found on the Marina da Gama
website or in the latest edition of the Zandvlei Trust Newsletter.

Peter Kruger

e-Mail address: uppercrustem@gmail.com or find us on
facebook: Elaine Meyer Upper Crust
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SIGHTINGS

COVER IMAGE:

We are new to the Marina, so every single day brings a new delight for us. I
never imagined that I would see Pelicans or Flamingoes up close. I have been
excited and enchanted by the bird life in the Marina. Usually a photographer
of the homo sapiens species, I am more recently disposed to photographing our
feathered friends. The Pelican in the photo recently visited our area.

Lynda Jennings
If you record or photograph any interesting ‘sightings’ in or around Zandvlei
please post them on the Friends of Park Island FB page or send them to be
included on the Zandvlei Trust website www.zandvleitrust.org.za where you
can also find a wealth of information about our unique environment.

August is Toad Month!
ODE TO TOADS ON CAPE ROADS

“Over the 12 years I have been in Marina
I have seen the flamingoes in ones and
twos. Flocks of this size are new to me.
Flamingoes breed at all times of the year
and judging from the image I suspect
that they might be getting interested…
I think it’s important for people to keep
their dogs on leashes especially if they
are near the flamingoes - I would hate to
see dogs chasing them away. Wonderful
photographic opportunities are on offer
in the Marina and I would love people
to share their pictures,” commented
David Rogers (who took the magnificent
photograph on our front page). David
added that if anyone wanted a copy of
this in print (it is even more special in
colour) for their wall, the cost is R1000
and all proceeds will go to Friends of
Park Island. Printing costs will be extra
and will depend upon the size of the
print. Contact david@davidrogers.co.za

David Rogers

(In honour of the Western Cape ‘Snoring Toad’) - by Maggie Follett

For frogs who would a wooing go,
To check the local talent show,
Each August is a month from hell,
Because they’re courting death as well.

The problem is, they must escape
The traffic of the Western Cape,
Or meet a senseless, grisly fate
En-route to a potential mate.

From dusk, to chilly crack of dawn
They make sure the bufos spawn,
So bless their hands-on night patrols,
That save the snoring, sex-crazed souls.

To this Amietophrynus genus,
Development has been a menace,
Encircling swampy habitats,
With countless houses, shops and flats.

In droves, these lovely Leopard Toads
Are slaughtered on our busy roads,
Which leads to wholesale decimation
of a threatened population.

They know these rare Bufonidae
Assuredly don’t wanna die,
But live to love and breed anew,
And make more toads for me and you!

But early spring is breeding season,
And this is why – devoid of reason,
Males navigate the urban maze,
To copulate in just five days.

Happily, in recent years,
Small bands of sterling volunteers
Provide amphibian salvation,
By assisting toad migration.

Waterside holiday cottage for 2
Ph Ruby Ward at 021 788 3301.
www.capestay.co.za/kingfishercottage
Specialist in personal and
business transformation.
Years of business, coaching, mentoring &
counselling experience unite to support you
(privately or in groups)
in identifying priorities, overcoming obstacles, then
achieving results you might otherwise only dream of.

ADMIRALTY B & B
6, ADMIRALS WALK, CANNON ISLAND,
MARINA DA GAMA, MUIZENBERG, CAPE TOWN, 7945.

TEL 27 0217881028
CELL 076 1942173
www.admiraltybb.co.za
Email mary@admiraltybb.co.za

Susan Haywood 0722766222 info@adimpact.co.za
(B. Journalism, Psychology Hons, Master Coach)
Powerful workshops - schedule on website
www.adimpact.co.za

QUALITY ACCOMMODATION AT AFFORDABLE PRICES SINCE 2005
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Arbour day
The Friends of Park Island
held their annual Arbour Day
on 20 June 2015. For those of
you who may be new to the
Marina, the purpose of Arbour
Day is to enable the public to
buy indigenous plants for Park
Island, plant them (for our
more energetic residents) and
experience the pleasure of
watching “your plant” grow.
It is not intended to make
a profit on the day and any
additional funds that may be
raised are used to buy plants.
This year we decided to
plant 100 Blombos plants on
the South side of the island.
This area is particularly
windy in summer and we
have experienced continual
difficulty trying to establish
and grow shrubs and bushes
in this area. Blombos is a
hardy bush which grows in
sandy soil, can take the wind,
and attracts birds, bees and
butterflies to its beautifully
scented blossoms. It is one of
the few plants that provides
nectar for bees during winter.
We also purchased 20 Restios
which were planted along the
canal banks.

Enthusiastic residents arrived
with their spades, but we
also had two gardeners on
duty for those who were
less enthusiastic. We were
pleased that all the available
plants were sold. Our day was
made when one of our regular
contributors, who lives in Park
Island Way, arrived with a very
generous donation of R1,000
to be used “to buy plants”.
Park

Island

receives

no

funding and relies solely on
the generosity of residents
and

funds

raised

by

the

Friends of Park Island. The
Zandvlei

Nature

Reserve

staff occasionally assist after

TWITCHERS CORNER

particularly bad storms when
the island is awash with litter
that comes down the canals or
is blown onto the island. They
also help with the removal of
alien vegetation.
Once again thanks to all our
generous contributors for your
ongoing support.

At the moment the Marina is blessed with significant Coot
and Grebe populations. The few available roosts groan
under the weight of hundreds of Sacred Ibis and Egrets.
Pelicans have been seen, and Spoonbills are often found
in the interior channels of Park Island. The population of
Black-Crowned Night Herons on Halyard flourishes. Flocks of
Cape Cormorants have been around our end of Park Island,
performing their homicidal water ballet. And now, of course,
the Flamingoes have come, and maybe they will stay.

Pam Hepple

Can of you tell us how many species have been recorded
here? Surely more than my 77 sightings?

Robin Carlisle
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION:

Self catering garden cottage.
3 bedrooms, 2 bathroom - sleeps 6 people (meals can be
provided if required). Private patio and use of waterside
area.

083 445 1095 - 021 709 0935
mel@melodious.co.za

Phone Christine 021 788 1709 or 076 898 1768
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Princess Bakai
I was Adjutant of 656
Squadron, Army Air Corps,
17th Gurkha div, Seremban,
Malaysia in the mid to late
60’s.
I accompanied my
Colonel on a brief detachment
to Kuching. During that time
he acquired a pet Gibbon and
became quite devoted to it,
to the point that I named it
“Princess Bakai”.
At the conclusion of our
detachment, and from the
moment my Colonel departed,
he continually reminded me
by telex that on no account
was I to abandon Princess
Bakai. She was to accompany
me in a De Havilland Beaver,
especially fitted with long
range fuel tanks. I was not
about to ask, but I presumed
that I and not the gibbon
would fly the aircraft!
Came the day when I was
filing my flight plan just prior
to take off, and knowing my
Colonel would be checking
the telexed flight plan in
Seremban, I automatically

included Princess Bakai on the
flight manifest.
A little later I took off with
the Gibbon sitting on my lap,
bade farewell to the “tower”
and headed for my fuel stop
at R.A.F.Seletar in Singapore
en route to Seremban. Shortly
into the flight, I wished I
had taken the advice to put
Bakai in a cage, albeit of
necessity into a very small
cage, rather than allow her
the freedom of the cockpit.
Shortly into the flight what
became quickly noticeable,
was that she had absolutely
no flying aptitude whatsoever.
Gibbons will never make
good pilots. She examined
most of the switches, stood
on the controls, sat on my
shoulders and generally was
entertaining company, if a
little distracting...

Princess Bakai in her natural glory
found myself heading towards
a VIP slot. I wondered who the
VIP was. Perhaps Prince Philip?
Of course, all this ‘control’
was to ensure that ‘unruly’
Army Pilots like me did not
trespass on this hallowed
ground.

When we were 20 mins from
Seletar, I received the usual
call “Army Air 336 confirm you
have Princess Bakai”. Reply.
“Affirmative”. Then followed
unusually detailed joining
and landing instructions and I

But what struck me as odd was
that the Ground Marshall with
his batons was quite definitely
signalling me towards what
appeared to be an Honour
Guard commanded by a Major,
and standing close by, a
Brigadier and a Red Carpet. It
took me only a few moments
to make the connection. They
imagined I had a real Princess
as my passenger - but what
I had was an Ape - which I
could not possibly pass off,
regardless of my “skills of
persuasion”, as anything other
than an ape.

Wayfarer Adventures
in association with

unspoilt africa
We specialize in travel within South Africa as well as
East Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Mozambique, Indian Ocean Islands and cruises.
We have PREFERENTIAL & SADC RATES at all South
Africa’s leading safari lodges, nature escapes, coastal
getaways and city hotels, and a passion for Africa’s
beautiful landscapes, wildlife and cultures.

What would be my fate I
wondered? There surely was
no precedent. I did have a
history for the unusual which
wasn’t always appreciated
by the more conventional
members of the Military.

We handle all your travel arrangements including car
hire, flights, day tours, transfers and accommodation
bookings, specialised tour, Rovos Rail and Blue Train.

GILL WEINBERG

(marina resident)
tel: 021 701 3801 / 082 43 777 65
fax: 086 680 2130
gillw@absamail.co.za
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Would I be “drummed out?”
That would be a fresh
experience! Shot? Possibly.
This time I was in so much
s#@t my eye balls were
probably turning brown.

Then, as always, came
inspiration. I had never
been honoured by an Honour
Guard. I could see it in my
brief obituary :
An Honour Guard one day.
Drummed out the next. Shot
the following.
Well, what would you do?
I “took my time” closing down
the engine and rearranged my
flying suit out of respect for
the gravity of the occasion. I
opened the door and stepped
out onto the Red Carpet with
Princess Bakai holding my hand
and ‘loping’ along beside me!
The Honour Guard got almost
to the ‘present’ before going
cross-eyed. The Brigadier was
at the very least disconcerted!
Said something like “Well, I’ll
be damned … and burst into
laughter, quickly joined by
everyone else present.
As a Post Script:
This little “escapade” cost
my Colonel a case of hard
liquor. My flying helmet was
‘borrowed’ and later returned
bearing the title “Ape Man”
across the front. And for the
remainder of my Tour I was
known to all Air Controllers as
“Army Air 336 Ape Man.”

The Ape Man

AKA Gerald Gooderham

OUR PEOPLE

Radelle Viljoen shares how
she got to where she is today.
I am a 24 year old female
entrepreneur and this is my
story.
My journey in the beauty
industry began at the age
of 4 when I was enrolled in
a child modeling and talent
agency. For the next 8 years,
I not only thoroughly enjoyed
being in front of the camera,
but was also interested in
what went on “behind the
scenes”, especially the makeup artists. This interest grew
and grew as I got older.
In my grade 9 year, my
father was tragically shot
and killed on duty in 2005
while protecting and serving
the community as an armed
response officer. My mom
was left as a single parent
to raise 2 small girls. Her
courage and determination
gave me the will to succeed,
follow my dreams and turn
them into reality. I enrolled
at the International Academy
of health and skincare in
Cape Town, in 2006. I was
the youngest student to
graduate in December 2008
after completing their 3 year
somatology course.

I was encouraged to open my
own business, but being only
17 years old, felt I needed
experience
and
maturity
before taking such a huge
step!
For the next 5 years I
gained experience and selfconfidence by working at
various 5 star exclusive spas,
but never lost sight of my
ultimate goal : to be selfemployed. With this in mind I
was determined to save every
cent I could spare, so as to
avoid having to take out a
loan or seek investors in my
future business.

advantage of the end of
year festive season, when
corporations are looking for
gifts for their employees
and everyone wants to look
good for the holidays, and
so opened 1 month later!
October is also a very special

In September 2013 I felt
ready and eager to start my
own business, and having
saved sufficient funds to
purchase all the necessary
equipment and products, and
being fortunate enough to
have suitable space with a
separate entrance attached
to my home, I decided to
convert this into reception
and treatment rooms. I have
lived in the same house in
Marina my entire life and I
love it here.

month personally for me, as it
was my late father’s birthday
month, and I felt it would be a
lucky omen and would honour
his life to open at this time. So
on 23rd of October “Radiance
Beauty” opened its doors.

ELECTRIC
ARC Graham Laurie AL
Licensed electrician

Electrical - Pool and Borehole pumps
Hot Water Cylindars - Electrical Compliance Certificates

P.O. Box 23
Constantia, 7848

Instead of waiting until
January 2014 to launch this
business, I decided to take

Marina Da Gama resident

Cell: 083 358 9086
glaurie@lantic.net

This picture illustrates the dredging of the estuary mouth of
Zandvlei. 2 JCB’s have been used to excavate the sand on one
side of the channel where it has been stock piled to dry, before
being removed and the banks rehabilitated.
Over many years a build up of sediment has reduced flow and
depth to the estuary mouth to a point where it restricts the
movement of fish [and seals it seems!] while increasing the
risk of flooding upstream. It also reduces the flushing of excess
nutrients out of the estuarine system.
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The Link

Pedal Boats:

It is 12 years since the Link was founded by a small band of
Marina residents ably led by Cherry Giljam and Paul West. It was
created out of a need to connect two communities separated
by unequal access to resources of all kinds. The Link is a fully
registered NGO organisation staffed by volunteers. It originally
served as a depot for the re-distribution of donated goods. The
organisation “links” people with employment opportunities,
offering a free service to job seekers and employers. It also
provides training when funds are available.

Sales, Repairs, Cleaning & servicing

Sales & servicing of outboard motors and all
Marina craft
Ph Tony 021 788 7178 or 083 538 9303

Marina Craft
Servicing Marina boats since 1995

Originally the Link operated from one single garage on Vrygrond
Road and the office was manned daily from 7.30am to 11.30am
five days a week by volunteers. We outgrew this space and
were fortunate in being given two precast garages by Barbara
Cleave, a Marina resident and volunteer for the Link. This was
a godsend, but also a big job, in that the garages had to be
transported as well as be placed on level ground. Paul West
did it all as well as create the Link Database, together with Kim
Horne of the Marina.

“ MARINA DA GAMA – CAPE TOWN’S BEST KEPT SECRET”
Highly qualified property agents since 1988 (NQ5 Real Estate,
Nat Dip Banking, CEA and MIEA)
•
•
•
•

Zukile Nelani, initially a volunteer for the Link, took on the post
as administrative manager and is the only paid member of the
committee. He has run a very successful office for the past 8
years and is always willing to go the extra mile.

Sales - commission rates for Marina Residents at
3.5% NO VAT (average charged by other agents
5% + VAT)
Rental agents
Valuations and market analysis
Home Loans via Investec Bank, Absa Bank,
Standard Bank and FNB

The Link is funded entirely by donations from the community
and a few very welcome local sponsors whose contributions
cover our monthly operational costs. We have applied for
funding from organisations such as the Community Chest over
the years and these applications are handled by our Treasurer,
Anthony Coombe, who took over when Peter Gray (a volunteer
since inception) retired.

We advertise on 14 websites. Excellent references available
from Marina clients.

PHONE US NOW!
(Marina resident for 32 years)
Offfice 021 7822465 / 7884788
Di 083 764 2038
Sidney: 074 362 1769

Due to the on-going efforts of volunteers (Peter Harrison,
Rosemary de Waal, Jonathan Geidt, Toby Brouwer, Dee Moon,
Anthony Coombe and Jennifer Kruyt), the Link continues to
place approximately 20 people per month and has proved to
be a very necessary “link”. The organisation welcomes your
sponsorship and support of our labour force, be it in your
personal or business capacity.

www.hometeamproperty.co.za
info@hometeamproperty.co.za

Jennifer Kruyt

CAPriCorN

liNK

Do you require,
reliable casual or
permanent staff
or artisans?

Alleviates chronic conditions such as:

083 353 3743

Non-invasive

Open Monday to Friday 7h30 to 12h30. Leave a
message and we’ll get back to you. A free service
connecting our communities

headaches, digestive disorders, fatigue
insomnia, muscle pain, stress and anxiety

You remain fully clothed

THE LINK RECRUITMENT OFFICE
and DROP-OFF POINT
VRYGROND ROAD, CAPRICORN
TEL: 021 788 5345 - CEL: 083 353 3743

Contact: Megumi Kajita
H: 021-788-6736 | C: 076-580-8388
megumi.kajita@gmail.com
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ANDEV Painters

& waterproofing
Andre Fourie - Marina resident
Ph/Fax: 021 788 9011
cel: 083 275 5420
andevpaint@vodamail.co.za
www.andevpainters.co.za

BEN donated bicycles

in the presence of the WC Minister of
Finance during a recent visit to the Marina
area. Up until now he has
been relying on a borrowed
bicycle to patrol the area,
being able to cover more
ground than by walking. We
are thankful for Cecil’s hard
work and diligence in keeping
the community safe.
Throughout the year BEN
receives many requests from
people or organisations that
have a need for a bicycle,
but cannot afford one. BEN is
unfortunately not always able
to help everybody.

MARICA JOLES
083 779 6524

Tel/Fax: 021 788 1501
P.O. Box 364, Muizenberg
www.birdspikes.biz
Megan Pringle (BEN Fundraiser – left), Cecil Petersen (centre)
and Louis de Waal (BEN Chairman - right)

Slow, calming
and energising.
60+ classes
Lynne Abrahamson

021 788 5029

EduKids Educare
Assisting your children
with their development
in a home-from-home
environment.
Eastlake Island, Marina da
Gama
Open: 7am till 5.30pm
3 to 5 year olds
Holiday care
Qualified ECD Teacher
School readiness
programme
Nutritional meals provided
Warm and loving Christian
environment
Contact:
Mrs Wilson, 084 506 0274
Edukids123@gmail.com

Cecil Peterson is a well-known
face in the neighbourhood
and one of the deserving
individuals who received a
bike on the day. Cecil is the
watchful eye that keeps the
residents safe in the Eastlake

BEN (Bicycling Empowerment
Network) handed 18 bicycles
over to various individuals and
organisations based around
the Western Cape on 18th
July, in support of Nelson
Mandela’s vision of making
a positive difference in the
lives of others. Helmets were
donated by Makro.

BEN would like to thank all
those who attended the
event and to the donors and
supporters who have helped
BEN work towards their
vision of ‘safe, sustainable,
affordable and accessible
mobility for all.’

Megan Pringle

Recipients
were
chosen
according to their need for
mobility and the impact
a bicycle would make in
their lives. Amongst those
chosen were organisations or
individuals who would use the
bicycles to make a difference
in their communities, by
providing them with the
transport needed to carry out
their important work.
Guests at the handover
were joined by WC Minister
of Finance, Dr Ivan Meyer,
who shared his thoughts on
how cycling has changed his
life. Recipients were given a
safety demonstration on the
correct use of their bicycles,
hand signals as well as the
importance of wearing a
helmet.

Dr Ivan Meyer was at Upper Crust on Saturday 18th July,
Mandela Day. He spent the morning at BEN bikes handing
out bicycles to those in need as part of the 67 minutes for
Madiba. After a hearty breakfast and, of course, a photo
shoot, he left with his bodyguards for a cycle through the
Marina before heading off. Trevor Knowlden (BEN’s Outreach
Manager) is on the left, followed by Elaine Meyer, Dr Ivan
Meyer and Yvonne Tripod (BEN’s Financial Manager) on the
right.
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Creating and achieving goals
I could write a book on the subject but seeing that we have a
new committee and that we are each looking at what we wish
to accomplish during our term of office (and how we can do
this), I felt it might be helpful to write a few paragraphs about
goals that everyone at the Marina can make use of in whichever
context they require.
1.

Firstly, in defining your goal, it is helpful to come up with a
phrase that is inspiring, motivating, specific and realistic!
For example, instead of : “I would like to loose 10kg” How
about “Slim, sexy me - 10kg lighter this Christmas”

2.

What do you stand to gain by achieving your goal?

3.

What do you stand to loose if you don’t?

4.

Who else and what other areas of your life will also benefit
and how will not achieving your goal impact on the lives
around you?

5.

9.

10. How will you know you have achieved your goal?
11. What three things can you do towards achieving your goal
(and give yourself an appropriate time-table that is not
unrealistic), starting today?

What are the deeper ramifications of what you will gain or
loose in relation to your goal?

6.

How important to you is this goal on a scale of 1 to 12, with
one being the least important and 12 being the most?

7.

How far down the line are you already, towards achieving
your goal (rate where you are at on the scale of 1 to 12 and
also write down what you have already accomplished)

8.

What obstacles might you encounter along the way and
how might you deal with them?

Who could you turn to for support or where could you get
the resources and information you need?

12. How can you keep yourself on track?
Overcoming obstacles can be quite a process involving
personality issues such as low self-esteem, limiting beliefs
and a host of other things. We have not even touched on the
visualization aspect or how best to work with the emotional
implications.
I hope you find this helpful and if you would like me to include a
column with useful exercises on topics that are really important
to you, please write to me at info@adimpact.co.za and I can
address the most current, common issues during forthcoming
newsletters.
Until then, have fun with your goals. We are creative beings and
our journey through this life should be joyful!

in MARINA DA GAMA

Susan Haywood

Simon Beauclair
Painting contractor

R 2.8 million*

R 2.1 million*

Paint coatings supplier
22 years experience
R 3.95 million*

R 3 million*

For a free quotation contact
Simon on: 021 712 9225
simon@graffitex.co.za

* Listing price quoted

CONTACT: 021 788 8476
Christian Ligier 082 377 0022
Peter Lombard 072 713 4800
www.pamgolding.co.za
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Marina da Gama Garden Club

DEZI’S HEALTH & WELLNESS
REHAB STUDIO

The Marina da Gama Garden Club meets on the first Wednesday
of each month (except January) at the San Marina Clubhouse, 8
Cormorant Avenue, Marina da Gama. Everyone is welcome, and
there is an entry fee of R 10.00. We start with tea/coffee and
nibbles, at about 9:30 am, have a brief business meeting from
about 10:00 to 10:15, and then listen to an invited speaker.

SPECIALIZES IN PHYSIO FOR:
• POST OPERATIVE REHABILITATION (KNEE/HIP
REPLACEMENTS)
• ALL SPORTS INJURIES *INJURIES (BACK ETC)
• CHRONIC/MEDICAL CONDITIONS
• NUTRITION
• USING ALL PHYSIO EQUIPMENT

In the first two thirds of this year we have had some wonderful
talks on subjects as diverse as why Australian and SA flora are
similar in some ways and yet so very different in others, and
how both telescopes and microscopes have been essential in
expanding our knowledge of how things work. We have learned
about how to grow orchids and how to use indigenous plants
in inspiring ways. We have been shown some lovely Eastern
Cape Gardens, and we have learned a little about the trials and
triumphs of Kirstenbosch at the Chelsea Flower Show.

DESIREE OMATICUS
HEALTH SPECIALIST
BSc.,AAS (HEALTH)., NAHF UNIV.- OHIO-USA

FOR MORE INFO:
Ph. 0631074460 | Email. dezishealth@gmail.com
24 Uitsig Rd, Uitsig Peninsula, Marina Da Gama

The remaining third of the year promises to be just as
interesting:
•

September 2nd, Pam Hicks is going to tell us about the
Eden Project.

•

October 7th, we are having an outing to the Oranjezicht
Urban Farm

Hydroline Plumbing

•

November 4th, Tony Rebelo
will talk about ISPOT and the
Citizen Science Project

072 464 5565

•

December 2nd, will be our
Christmas Party at Lorenzo
Marx restaurant

PENSIONERS – SPECIAL RATES!!!!

Matthew Melidonis
021 701 8864

Copies of Gardens in the Sand, The
Marina da Gama Garden Club Book,
are still available at R230.00 and can
be obtained from Jenny Wilkinson on
(021) 7888266.

Fast, Professional Service
- 24hr emergencies
- Bathroom renovations
- Geysers & installations
- Drip fixed & leaks found
- Blocked drains
- Qualified & efficient

At a price that will leave you smiling!
WHY FINE & COUNTRY





The C3 system for reporting service delivery
complaints or queries is now in operation. Please




call 0860 10 30 89 or SMS 31373 or email Contact.
Us@capetown.gov.za Your complaint will be

International Brand
Reputation for Professional Service
Top quality presentation of your property
Comprehensive analysis of current market
conditions
Guidance on compliance issues
Customized marketing plan

WHY ANGELA MUSKETT

logged and a reference number given for tracking





purposes.

Personal Service
Resident in the area
Sales Success

Angela Muskett
Property Consultant
072 341 4583 / angelamuskett@ﬁneandcountry.com

VHS, Hi8 and mini dv tapes converted to DVDs and audio
tapes to CDs. Phone Mary Lou 021 788 7144
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Do we have your current email address?
If you are not receiving our weekly electronic noticeboard which we send out via e-mail, the chances are that
we do not have your email address. It is required by the
Marina da Gama office in order to keep you informed of
meetings, activities, events, regulations and such like,
that may affect your life here at the Marina. Your details
will remain confidential as we do not make this list
available to anyone outside the office.
If you cannot be contacted via email, please kindly give
us the details on the right so that we can ensure you are
kept up-to-date regarding the most important matters,
the announcements of which may require street delivery.
You may tear off this piece and drop it off to us at the
Marina office behind the Upper Crust on Eastlake Island.
To ensure we have current, up-to-date records, please
email/deliver to Marcia the following, to reach her
soonest, but certainly no later than the end of September.

Name
Surname
Street address

Email
Phone number
(working hours)
Cell phone

I have lived in the Marina for fourteen years and
specialise in kitchen make-overs, built-in cupboards,
desks and free-standing units.
For a free quotation contact

Peter Felmore at 021 788-9700; Cell: 082 521 4102

For more information or subscription
details, contact Martin at 021 788 1036.

Making Muizenberg better
(since 1985).

Mountain Security 24hr Control room
Mountain Security EMERGENCY
Combat Force 24hr
Combat Force Park Island bicycle patrol

086 107 0000
086 107 0000
021 706 7775
072 265 0043

30yrs

• FRIENDLY and EFFICIENT staff

• FREE deliveries to MARINA DA GAMA
• Discovery Medical Aid service provider
• Contracted to most medical aids
• Surgical equipment for sale and hire
• Blood pressure, cholesterol checks,
‘flu vaccines, sugar testing, etc
available

Water ALL HOURS
Waterweed rakes - TONY
Production kedesign
021 788 1110

0861 555 777
086 010 3089
021 957 4700
086 010 3089
083 538 9303

• Specialised Muizenberg souvenirs
Week days until 20:00
Weekends and public holidays until 13:30
52 BEACH ROAD, MUIZENBERG, 7945
(OPP. MUIZENBERG PAVILION)

TEL: 021 788 8028/48 FAX: 021 788 1278

Quantum Print
021 788 6243

